8:30 - 9:10  Registration, poster set-up and coffee
    // Foyer West, Room 2b

9:10 - 9:20  Welcome and program outline
    // Room 2a

9:20 - 10:00  1. Keynote – “Importance of international experiences for an Academic Career in Germany” (Matthias Schwarzkopf, Friedrich-Schiller-Universität Jena),
    // Room 2a

10:00 - 11:00  2. Keynote – “International networking into the US” (Sabine Blankenship, German Consulate, San Francisco)
    // Room 2a

11:00 - 11:15  Coffee Break
    // Foyer West

11:15 - 12:30  Poster Dating Session (pre-matched interdisciplinary groups)
    // Room 2b

12:30 - 13:30  Lunch // Mensa
    (stay in the Conference Center to chat with Dr. Gerrit Rößler from the German Academic International Network (GAIN) and Kiyokazu Sasaki from the Japan Society for the Promotion of Science, JSPS)

13:30 - 14:15  RS PLUS Best Practice
    Jan Hildenhagen (History, PR.INT);
    Pascale Willemsen (Philosophy, IRB);
    Maximilian Hauser (IGSN, Conference Organization)
    // Room 2a

14:15 - 15:15  Poster Session (even-numbered posters presented)
    // Room 2b

    // Room 2a
International Aspects of an Academic Career

15:40 - 16:00 Impressions: „Research in the Rockies and Down Under“ (Markus Richter, Thermodynamics, RUB) // Room 2a

16:00 - 16:10 Coffee Break // Foyer West

16:10 - 17:00 Poster Session (odd-numbered posters presented) // Room 2b

17:00 - 18:00 Dinner and Networking // Foyer West